BEFORE YOU TOW CHECKLIST
INSIDE VAN:
❏ Doors and cupboards closed and latched - give them a tug to
check
❏ Table in travelling position
❏ Hatches are closed and secure
❏ Windows closed and latched
❏ Blinds and screens are secured in the open position
❏ TV secure
❏ TV antenna is wound down
❏ Stove lid is closed
❏ Fridge doors latched
❏ Fridge switched from gas to electricity, if your fridge isn't automatic
❏ Ensuite door is latched in open position
❏ Shower screen door is latched closed
❏ Shower head is secure or resting on ground - (Can be laid on a
folded towel)
❏ Slider between toilet pan and cassette is in the closed position
❏ Check for loose items on benches etc.
❏ Water pump is turned off
❏ Any non essential electrics are switched off

OUTSIDE VAN:
❏ Power leads and hoses away
❏ Stabilizer legs raised and secure
❏ All hatches are closed and latched
❏ Windows are closed and secured
❏ Antenna down
❏ Door locked
❏ Step is in travel position and secure
❏ Gas cylinders off
❏ Toolboxes and Generator box locked
❏ Drop down picnic table is secure
❏ All other external hatches are closed
❏ All lights checked and functioning correctly

TOW VEHICLE:
❏ Tyres are inflated
❏ Lights are working
❏ Indicators are working
❏ Any items on roof rack are secured firmly
❏ Canopy windows are closed and locked

TOW COUPLING:
❏ Is the coupling secure to the vehicle
❏ Safety chains secure, crossed and short enough to eliminate them
dragging on the road, long enough to enable complete articulation
from the hitch
❏ Trailer lights plugged in and checked that all lights work
❏ Anderson lead plugged in
❏ Trailer breakaway attached
❏ Jockey wheel raised, secured or stored

